
Incyte's Cookie Policy 
 

Through our website, we receive and save some information about your visits to personalize 
your experience. We do this by using small data files called "cookies" and placed on the device 
you use to visit our site. In this Cookie Policy, we explain how we use cookies, how they 

improve your site experience and what choices you have with regard to their use.  
 
Cookies 
 

Cookies are small numbers and text files stored on your computer or other device when you 
visit our site. Cookies allow our site to recognize you as a user and that you can see our site in 
the way you prefer. Cookies also remember which pages and sites you visit so that we know 

what you are interested in. The data collected by cookies is anonymous, although some of them 
are about a geographic location. The information about where you are located, we use only to 
enhance your experience and to provide information about when we need to display specific 

jurisdiction reports, if required. No personal information is retrieved v ia cookies. 
 
Different types of cookies used by Incyte Corporation 

 
Cookies to improve performance 
These cookies are used to follow what you do on our site so we can make changes to this and 

make your visit easier and more enjoyable. No information is stored that can identify you 
personally, but it's all about data that can enhance your site experience.  
Cookies to improve features 
 

These cookies help us to remember what you prefer and simplify your online experience. They 
can for example Remember which language, font and text size you prefer, as well as 
combinations of usernames and passwords. 

 
To allow cookies 
Cookies are important to us when we try to improve your online experience. You must be 

aware that if you decide to delete cookies, certain preferences will disappear and you may not 
be able to use all of the features on the site. We therefore recommend that you do not turn off 
cookies when using our site. Most browsers automatically accept cookies, but you can delete or 

block cookies by changing settings in the browser. Please note that if you decide to block 
cookies, you can still use the public areas on our site, but you may no longer be able to access 
secure areas. 
 

Access to data 
In some countries, you have the right to request that we talk about what kind of data, and its 
content, we collected about you on the site or through cookies. You can also prevent storage of 

cookies on your device. Read more in our privacy policy about how you request access to this 
information if you live in a jurisdiction where this applies. 
 



Termination 
We hope that after reading our policy, we will be fully aware of how we use cookies and make 

sure that Incyte Corporation uses them responsibly. If you continue to use Incyte Corporation's 
websites without blocking cookies, we assume that you acknowledge that cookies are used by 
us to personalize your site visits. 

 
More information 
General information about cookies, how they are used and how they contribute to an enhanced 
online experience can be found at [www.cookieinformation.dk/, 

http://cookieinformation.dk/?gclid=CjwKEAjwwcjGBRDj-
P7TwcinyBkSJADymblT2k8EvQ7sDjieIh7p5o1aysgHzAgk6UXE7fOZKXq0LBoCcx3w_wcB]  
 


